The French Volley Federation is organizing an international Coaching seminar in Montpellier, **from Saturday May 30th to Monday June 1st 2020.**

First class coaches will be on the field for three days, illustrating tactical principles, high-level training content and athletic and physical preparation...

- **Angelo Lorenzetti (ITA)**, triple Italian champion and winner of the CEV cup.
- **Nikola Grbic (SRB)**, Zaksa coach, former coach of the Serbian national team, European champion.
- **Luizomar De Moura (BRA)**, coach of professional women’s teams in Brazil.
- **Olivier Maurelli (FRA)**, physical trainer for France volleyball teams.

The purpose of this seminar is to offer field and high-level contents, results from the experience of these renowned speakers of the «volleyball planet». During three days, the training sequences will follow one another to give the participants the opportunity to grasp the trends of the top international level, and to leave enriched with this unique sharing of experiences in France.

Seize the unique opportunity to participate in this new event of the French Volley Federation; it will be THE seminar to go in 2020! Don’t hesitate...only a limited number of places available!

**Pre-registration:**

Pre-registrations are now open by clicking on the following link: [https://forms.gle/uqpfdFk3WiRWoc5q6](https://forms.gle/uqpfdFk3WiRWoc5q6)

**Location:** UFR STAPS de Montpellier, Palais Universitaire des Sports, avenue du Pic de Saint Loup, 34090 Montpellier – France.

**Dates:** Saturday, May 30th (admission begins at 11:00 a.m.) to Monday, June 1st, midday (end of interventions at 12 a.m. - lunch included)

**Different rates are available:**
- **VIP circuit: 1000€** including interventions, accommodation, catering, hotel-seminar transport.
- **ECO circuit: 690€** including interventions, lunches and breaks.

**Language used during the seminar: English**

**Contacts:**
Nicolas SAUERBREY : nsauerbrey.dtn@ffvb.org / 06.69.30.05.92.
Laurence PLASSE : secretariat.formation@ffvb.org